PEGASUS KNOWLEDGE SOLUTIONS, INC.
PRIVACY POLICY

SCOPE
Pegasus Knowledge Solutions, Inc., an Illinois corporation together with its wholly owned
subsidiaries (collectively "PKSI"), have created, own, and operate multiple websites and software
solutions, (each individually referred to hereunder as an “PKSI Website” and collectively “PKSI
Websites”).

Privacy Policy
Your privacy is very important to us. Accordingly, we have developed this Policy in order for you to
understand how we collect, use, communicate and disclose and make use of personal information.
The following outlines our privacy policy.
Information You Provide to Us
We do not collect personal information without the knowledge or consent of the individual
concerned. Personal data is only collected when User submits information based on a PKSI
solution.
If User submits any information to PKSI related to any PKSI solution, said information is kept
confidential in order to protect you and retain our integrity as a business and your personal
information provided.
We will protect your personal or corporate information by reasonable security safeguards against
loss or theft, as well as unauthorized access, disclosure, copying, use or modification. PKSI will not
share any personal information about you with any third party, except as otherwise stated herein and
in the following circumstances: (a) in response to subpoenas, court orders or legal process, to the
extent permitted and as restricted by law; (b) when disclosure is required to maintain the security and
integrity of this website, or to protect any user’s security or the security of other persons, consistent
with applicable laws; or (c) when disclosure is directed or consented to by the client’s authorized
agent, officer, or designated representative expressly authorized.
PKSI may also collect non-personally identifiable information. Here, no users are identified by their
personal information. PKSI is only interest in how PKSI appears demographically and statistically.
This basic market research allows PKSI to identify the trends, developments, and needs of our
audience. Such information may be shared with third parties.
Use of Cookies
Cookies are small text files written to your computer. We use cookies in a variety of ways to create a
more personalized on-line experience for our visitors. Cookies also help identify areas that are your

favorites, which areas need improvement, and what technologies and internet services our visitors
are using. Knowing this information helps us continually improve the online experience for our
visitors.
The non-personally identifiable information we track with cookies is anonymous and is not used to
identify, or lead us back to, any particular visitor. Visitors to our website may have the option of
disabling cookies via their browser preferences (most browsers are initially set up to accept cookies).
While browsing through our website, you may get cookies from our sponsors and partners. PKSI
does not control these cookies.
IP Addresses
An IP address is a number that is assigned automatically to your computer whenever you use the
World Wide Web. Web servers automatically identify your computer by its IP address. PKSI collects
IP addresses for system administration; to report aggregate information to our sponsors and
partners; and to audit the use of our website. When visitors request pages from our website, our
servers log the guests' IP addresses. We typically do not link IP addresses to anything personally
identifiable. This means that a visitor's session will be logged, but the visitor remains anonymous to
us. We can and will use IP addresses to identify a visitor if the following occurs: (a) in response to
subpoenas, court orders or legal process, to the extent permitted and as restricted by law; (b) when
disclosure is required to maintain the security and integrity of this website, or to protect any user's
security or the security of other persons, consistent with applicable laws.
Security, Purchases, and Financial Information
PKSI has security measures in place to protect the loss, misuse, and alteration of the information
under our control. When you use your information for PKSI solutions and the PKSI website, your
transaction is secure. Our servers use industry standard encryption technology that safeguards your
information and privacy. However, you should understand that "perfect security" is never
guaranteed.
Trademark Notice
“Pegasus Knowledge Solutions” is a trademark owned by Pegasus Knowledge Solutions, Inc., and
any other trademarks represented or displayed on the PKSI website are owned by their respective
parties.
Contacting Pegasus Knowledge Solutions, Inc.
We will make readily available to customers information about our policies and practices relating to
the management of personal information. If you have any questions about this privacy policy, the
practices of PKSI, or your dealings with PKSI, please:
E-mail us at: webmaster@pksi.com
Call us at: 847-995-1100 x4617
We are committed to conducting our business in accordance with these principles in order to ensure
that the confidentiality of personal information is protected and maintained.

